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Challenges of Sustainability 

   biodiversity loss 

   toxic pollution 

   technological innovation 

   geopolitical militarism 

   climate change 

   depleting resources 

        The human, physical and technical scales are unprecedented… 

   global inequalities 

   poverty / vulnerability 

        Invoked imperatives: mood of uncompromising gravity and urgency 



Governing for Sustainability 

  Brundtland (1987) codified key aims in global governance 

   

        sustained, developed and (tho’ too slowly) variously realised in stages 
  

  Millennium Development Goals (2000; 2008; … 2015)  … “seeing like a state” … 
 

  needs: ‘political consensus’ ‘sound scientific policy’, ‘evidence based decisions’? 

environmental  

integrity 

social  

equity 

human  

wellbeing 

- climate mitigation / adaptation 

- global / local biodiversity 

- air / water / soil quality 

- culture / aesthetics 

- political  

  equality 

- community 

  involvement  

- social cohesion 

 

- quality of life  

- poverty reduction 

- efficiency/productivity  

- economic development 

- employment / livelihoods 

 

 

Sustainablility 

 

 



Sustainability transcends old “enlightenment” notions of “progress” 

… as merely emergent outcome of incumbent markets and power structures 

… instead, enables deliberate social agency over directions of change 

But Sustainability is Political! 

Result of political struggle by social movements resisted by elite governance 

      Emancipation 

                Equality 

 

                Ecology 

 



      Emancipation 

                Equality 

 

                Ecology 

 

Even the most specific environmental issues, all initially vigorously resisted 

pesticides… pesticides… asbestos… pesticides… asbestos… radiation… pesticides… asbestos… radiation… lead… pesticides… asbestos… radiation… lead… carcinogens… pesticides… asbestos… radiation… lead… carcinogens… CFCs… pesticides… asbestos… radiation… lead… carcinogens… CFCs… EDCs… 

Sustainability is Political! 



And innovations now mainstream were initially excluded and suppressed 

organic farming… organic farming… wind turbines… organic farming… wind turbines… super-efficiency… organic farming… wind turbines… super-efficiency… closed cycle production… 

      Emancipation 

                Equality 

 

                Ecology 

 

Sustainability is Political! 



Sustainability is Political! 

current recognition for Sustainability “problems” and “solutions”  

 

are hard-fought results of radical critique and active political conflict  

 

not consensual outcomes of mainstream science or governance   … but: 

politics excluded in orderly ‘sustainable transition’ and ‘green innovation’ 

      Emancipation 

                Equality 

 

                Ecology 

 



transport materials computing military robotics synthetic biology 

 “we'll restore 

science to its 

rightful 

place”… 

 “Our hope … 

relies on 

scientific and   

technological 

progress” 

 “One can not 

impede scientific 

progress.”” 

  …“history is a race to  

  advance technology” 

PROGRESS 

TECHNOLOGY 

SCIENCE 

Lisbon Strategy for: 

“pro-innovation 

action” 

“… the Government’s 

strategy is … 

 pro-innovation” 

“strives to stay  in the race” 

” “give technology the 

status it deserves” 

“Paradigm of Modernity”: singular vision of progress 



PROGRESS 

TECHNOLOGY 

SCIENCE 

synthetic biology 

 “we'll restore 

science to its 

rightful 

place”… 

 “Our hope … 

relies on 

scientific and   

technological 

progress” 

 “One can not 

impede scientific 

progress.”” 

Innovation studies also 

emphasises linearity: 

 - advance (Nelson)       

 - diffusion (Rogers)             

 - early movers (Teece) 

 - first moving (Lieberman)       

 - catching up (Santangelo)        

 - latecomers (Tellis) 

 - forging ahead (Abramowicz)     

 - leapfrogging (Brezis)             

 - falling behind (Aho)    

           

  

 

Innovation: apolitical one-track ‘race to the future’ 

Restricts attention to: 
 

how much?   

how fast?   

what risk?   

who leads? 

 

Misses out: 
 

which way?   

what alternatives?  

says who ?   

why?  



‘Green’/‘Smart’/‘Inclusive’/‘Responsible’ Innovation? 
  

  without political institutions… rhetoric around business as usual 

PROGRESS 

TECHNOLOGY 

SCIENCE 

synthetic biology 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

transgenics 

open source sharing 

industrial hybrids cisgenics marker assist synthetic biology 

participatory breeding apomixis 

What is ‘Sustainable’ Innovation? 

divergent branching social and technological innovation pathways 

 

… alternatives are matters for political, not managerial, institutions 

  

  … in agriculture … 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

transgenics cisgenics synthetic biology 

apomixis 

social    shaping (Bijker, 85)  co-construction (Misa, 03)  

studies:  expectations (Brown, 03) imaginations (Jasanoff, 05) 

industrial hybrids 

get politically closed down 

  

  … in agriculture … 

What is ‘Sustainable’ Innovation? 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

transgenics cisgenics synthetic biology 

apomixis 

history:   contingency (Mokyr, 92)  momentum (Hughes 83) 

  path-dependence (David, 85) path creation (Karnoe, 01) 

get politically closed down 

  

  … in agriculture … 

What is ‘Sustainable’ Innovation? 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

transgenics synthetic biology 

philosophy: autonomy (Winner, 77)  closure (Feenberg, 91) 

/politics entrapment  (Walker, 01) alignment  (Geels, 02) 

get politically closed down 

  

  … in agriculture … 

What is ‘Sustainable’ Innovation? 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

synthetic biology 

economics: homeostasis (Sahal, 85)  lock-in (Arthur, 89)  

   regimes (Nelson & Winter, 77) trajectories (Dosi, 82) 

get politically closed down 

  

  … in agriculture … 

What is ‘Sustainable’ Innovation? 



  

  … or in energy … 

alternative pathways towards ‘the zero carbon transition’ … 

What is ‘Sustainable’ Innovation? 



  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Politics reduced to risk: from ends: strategic choices between visions 

     to means:  detailed regulation of 

modalities 

So, Choice Gets Artificially Closed 
  

  … or in energy … 

alternative pathways towards ‘the zero carbon transition’ … 

Not all that is scientifically realistic, technically practicable,  

economically feasible, socially viable, will be historically realisable 



  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Politics reduced to risk: from ends: strategic choices between visions 

     to means:  detailed regulation of 

modalities 

“We have no alternative 

to nuclear power …  

Nuclear because: “We 

need to do everything… 

“We need to keep the 

nuclear option open” 

‘Elite’ ‘green’ “no alternatives” rhetoric 

also miss the politics of direction 

  

  Voices on all sides deny politics of alternatives… eg: government 

So, Choice Gets Artificially Closed 



  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Politics reduced to risk: from ends: strategic choices between visions 

     to means:  detailed regulation of 

modalities 

  

  “more autocracy… more concentrated power… more control” … 
   

  increasing visible in high-level ‘planetary management’ discourse : 

“…the non-negotiable   

planetary preconditions that 

humanity needs to respect…  

‘Anthropocene’         

‘planetary boundaries’ and 

‘control variables’ define: 

…fear of “catastrophe”                            

…is “non negotiable”                          

…with “absolutely no uncertainty” 

…brooking “no compromise” 

“Sustainability” as an ‘Apolitical’ Control Agenda 

Danger of missing that gravity and urgency do not 

exclude uncertainty, politics or democratic choice 



TimeTime

Landscape  developments
  put pressure on existing regime, 
    which opens up, 
      creating windows
         of opportunity for novelties 

Socio-technical regime  is ‘dynamically stable’.
On different dimensions there are ongoing processesNew configuration breaks through, taking

advantage of ‘windows of opportunity’. 
Adjustments occur in socio-technical regime.

Elements are gradually linked together,
and stabilise in a dominant design.
Internal momentum increases. 

Learning processes take place on multiple dimensions.
Different elements are gradually linked together in a seamless web.

New  socio-technical
regime influences 
landscape

Technological

niches

Socio-technical’

landscape

Socio-

technical

regime

Technology

Markets, user 
preferences

Culture
Policy

Science
Industry

- consumer boycotts  

- protest and lobbying 

- counter-expertise 

SOCIO-

TECHNICAL 

REGIME 

 

eg:  nuclear power 
 

 chlorine chemicals 
 

 deepsea oil 

 

 

Apolitical control in ‘Sustainability Transitions’ 
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Technology
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TECHNOLOGICAL 
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SOCIO-

TECHNICAL 

REGIME 

 

- consumer boycotts  

- protest and lobbying 

- counter-expertise 
eg:  organic food 
 

 renewable energy 
 

 low energy housing 

 

 

Apolitical control in ‘Sustainability Transitions’ 
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New  socio-technical
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landscape

Technological

niches

Socio-technical’

landscape

Socio-

technical

regime

Technology

Markets, user 
preferences

Culture
Policy

Science
Industry

alignment / stabilisation / 

momentum 

environmental drivers /  

political pressures 

TECHNOLOGICAL 

NICHES TECHNOLOGICAL 

NICHES 

SOCIO-

TECHNICAL 

REGIME 

 

SOCIO-TECHNICAL 

LANDSCAPE 

 

- consumer boycotts  

- protest and lobbying 

- counter-expertise 

- activist visions  - DIY inventors 

- grassroots innovation - early adopters  

- movement building   - political climate 

- awareness raising      - culture change 

- institutional structure 

- trade patterns 

eg:  genetic modification 
 

 air pollution 
 

 nuclear weapons 
 

  

 

Apolitical control in ‘Sustainability Transitions’ 
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TECHNOLOGICAL 

NICHES TECHNOLOGICAL 
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SOCIO-TECHNICAL 

LANDSCAPE 

 

- consumer boycotts  

- protest and lobbying 

- counter-expertise 

- activist visions  - DIY inventors 

- grassroots innovation - early adopters  

- movement building   - political climate 

- awareness raising      - culture change 

- institutional structure 

- trade patterns 

- community mobilisation 

- green consumption 

- community mobilisation 

- green consumption eg:  open source software 
 

 waste recycling 
 

 community growing 
 

  

 

Apolitical control in ‘Sustainability Transitions’ 
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SOCIO-TECHNICAL 

LANDSCAPE 

 

- consumer boycotts  

- protest and lobbying 

- counter-expertise 

- activist visions  - DIY inventors 

- grassroots innovation - early adopters  

- movement building   - political climate 

- awareness raising      - culture change 

- institutional structure 

- trade patterns 

- community mobilisation 

- green consumption 

- policy shift    - mass markets 

- behaviour change  - training demand 

eg:  low energy lifestyles 
 

  IP-free distribution 
 

 green careers 
 

  

 

direction presumed, categories fixed, civil society neglected 

Apolitical control in ‘Sustainability Transitions’ 



  

        … handbooks, timelines 

  

  … justifies top-down programmes 

  

  … justifies top-down programmes 

 

 

 

The ‘Sustainability Transition’? 

  

                 … optimising models 

  

           … one-way roadmaps 

  

          



 

 

 

The ‘Sustainability Transition’? 
  

  ‘Politics of direction’; tends to be airbrushed out… 

  … questions restricted to technical matters of: 

  how much?  how fast?  what risk?  who leads? 

  

  Misses crucial political challenges over: 

  which way?  what choices? says who ?  why?   

  

  Roles for social movements  

  restricted to instrumental support for  

  securing trust, acceptance, compliance 

 

  Sidelines essential political roles for: 

  creativity, criticism, contestation, dissent 

Excludes transdisciplinarity 



unproblematic 

knowledge 

about 

likelihoods 

RISK 

engineered components  

closed deterministic systems  

high frequency incidents  

familiar contexts 

 

       

INCERTITUDE 

“…Extinguishing Uncertainty…” 
  

  Sustainability increasingly uses language of ‘evidence based policy’ 
   

  … scientific assessments of “risk”      ….“speaking truth to power” 

eg:        is this safe? 
  

is this safe enough? 
  

 what would be safest? 
  

is this tolerable? 
  



but: typical regulatory retreat: 

  

It’s just natural!  

…asbestos, lead 
 

unproblematic 

knowledge 

about 

likelihoods 

RISK 

UNCERTAINTY 

open dynamic systems       

low frequency events       

human factors                   

changing contexts 

problematic 

Recognises scope for query
  

about science-based picture 

  

  Sustainability increasingly uses language of ‘evidence based policy’ 
   

  

but: typical regulatory retreat: 

  

It’s just natural!  

…asbestos, lead 
 

Okay, but non-hazardous! 

…CFCs, EDCs 
 

but: typical regulatory retreat: 

  

It’s just natural!  

…asbestos, lead 
 

Okay, but non-hazardous! 

…CFCs, EDCs 
 

Okay, but low risk! 

carcinogens, irradiation 
 

but: typical regulatory retreat: 

  

It’s just natural!  

…asbestos, lead 
 

Okay, but non-hazardous! 

…CFCs, EDCs 
 

Okay, but low risk! 

carcinogens, irradiation 
 

Okay, but contained!  

…pesticides. PCBs 

“…Extinguishing Uncertainty…” 



unproblematic 

problematic 

unproblematic problematic 

knowledge 

about 

likelihoods 

knowledge about possibilities 

RISK 

UNCERTAINTY 

AMBIGUITY 

defining pros & cons 

contrasting impacts        

diverse perspectives 

alternative options  

INCERTITUDE 

eg:              what values of  

fairness, benefit, harm? 
 

which alternatives 

 would be best? 
 

what kinds of societies do 

we want to live in? 

 

Recognises scope for  

politics between contending  

meanings and visions 

  

  Sustainability increasingly uses language of ‘evidence based policy’ 
   

  

“…Extinguishing Uncertainty…” 



unproblematic 

problematic 

unproblematic problematic 

knowledge 

about 

likelihoods 

knowledge about possibilities 

RISK 

UNCERTAINTY 

AMBIGUITY 

IGNORANCE 

novel agents or vectors 

surprising conditions         

new alternatives               

wilful blinkers 

INCERTITUDE 

  

  Sustainability increasingly uses language of ‘evidence based policy’ 
   

  

“…Extinguishing Uncertainty…” 



unproblematic 

problematic 

unproblematic problematic 

knowledge 

about 

likelihoods 

knowledge about possibilities 

RISK 

UNCERTAINTY 

AMBIGUITY 
   aggregative analysis 

   patronage, pressure    

   political closure 

insurance limits 

reductive models 

stochastic reasoning 

`   science-based 

  policy 
     

  institutional    

  remits 
 

  political            

  culture liability protection 

harm definitions 

indicators / metrics  

    IGNORANCE 
  

  risk focus is shaped by power – Beck’s “organised irresponsibility” 

  

  

The Closure of Knowledge 



unproblematic 

problematic 

unproblematic problematic 

knowledge 

about 

likelihoods 

knowledge about possibilities 

RISK 

UNCERTAINTY 

AMBIGUITY 

IGNORANCE 

INCERTITUDE 

The Closure of Knowledge 

               - Socrates, Lao Tzu, Knight, Keynes, Shackle, Collingridge, Smithson, Ravetz, Wynne ... 

OPEN, POLITICAL  

“INCERTITUDE” 

 

… only addressable through transdisciplinarity 



unproblematic 

problematic 

unproblematic problematic 

knowledge 

about 

likelihoods 

knowledge about possibilities 

RISK 

UNCERTAINTY 

AMBIGUITY 

IGNORANCE 

aggregated probabilities      

optimisation algorithms 

synthetic decision trees              

Delphi / Foresight       

predictive modelling  

Enacting “…the Paradigm of Complexity…” 
  

  “Cinderella methods” as ‘political judo’ for ‘opening up’ Sustainabilities 

  

  precautionary appraisal ‘opens up’ appreciations of incertitude 



unproblematic 

problematic 

unproblematic problematic 

knowledge 

about 

likelihoods 

AMBIGUITY 

IGNORANCE 

  

RISK 

UNCERTAINTY 

aggregated probabilities      

optimisation algorithms 

synthetic decision trees              

Delphi / Foresight       

predictive modelling  

burden of evidence 

onus of persuasion 

uncertainty factors 

decision heuristics  

interval analysis      

sensitivity testing 

knowledge about possibilities 

Towards Knowledge Democracy 

  

  precautionary appraisal ‘opens up’ appreciations of incertitude 

  

  “Cinderella methods “ as ‘political judo’ for ‘opening up’ Sustainability 



scenarios / backcasting  

interactive modelling     

mapping / Q-methods 

participatory deliberation 

democratic procedures 

 

unproblematic 

problematic 

unproblematic problematic 

knowledge 

about 

likelihoods 

AMBIGUITY 

IGNORANCE 

  

RISK 

UNCERTAINTY 

burden of evidence 

onus of persuasion 

uncertainty factors 

decision heuristics  

interval analysis      

sensitivity testing 

knowledge about possibilities 

aggregated probabilities      

optimisation algorithms 

synthetic decision trees              

Delphi / Foresight       

predictive modelling  

Towards Knowledge Democracy 

  

  precautionary appraisal ‘opens up’ appreciations of incertitude 

  

  “Cinderella methods “ as ‘political judo’ for ‘opening up’ Sustainability 



unproblematic 

unproblematic problematic 

knowledge 

about 

likelihoods 

AMBIGUITY 

IGNORANCE 

  

RISK 

knowledge about possibilities 

responsive civic research  

curiosity monitoring, 

evidentiary presumptions 

flexibility, reversibility 

diversity, resilience, 

agility, adaptability  

scenarios / backcasting  

interactive modelling     

mapping / Q-methods 

participatory deliberation 

democratic procedures 

problematic UNCERTAINTY 

aggregated probabilities      

optimisation algorithms 

synthetic decision trees              

Delphi / Foresight       

predictive modelling  

  

  precautionary appraisal ‘opens up’ appreciations of incertitude 

burden of evidence 

onus of persuasion 

uncertainty factors 

decision heuristics  

interval analysis      

sensitivity testing 

Towards Knowledge Democracy 
  

  “Cinderella methods “ as ‘political judo’ for ‘opening up’ Sustainability 



unproblematic 

problematic 

unproblematic problematic 

knowledge 

about 

likelihoods 

precautionary 

appraisal 

participatory 

deliberation 

definitive     

prescription 

RISK 

UNCERTAINTY 

AMBIGUITY 

IGNORANCE 

knowledge about possibilities 

O
p

ti
o

n
s
 

O
p

ti
o

n
s
 humility 

adaptive        

learning 

            

sustainability 

            
safety  

 ‘opening up’: options, issues, approaches, possibilities, perspectives  

reflexivity 

politics 

Towards Knowledge Democracy 
  

  “Cinderella methods “ as ‘political judo’ for ‘opening up’ Sustainability 



Mapping the Politics of Green Futures 
  

  Methods like Multicriteria Mapping ‘open up’ the politics of innovation 



Mapping the Politics of Green Futures 
  

  Methods like Multicriteria Mapping ‘open up’ the politics of Sustainability 

UK Government 

ecology advisor 

organics 

low input  

intensive 

GM 1 

GM 2 

GM 3 

organics 

low input  

intensive 

GM 1 

GM 2 

GM 3 

UK Government 

safety advisor 

GM industry 

research executive 

Green NGO  

scientist 

  

  

  

 Acknowledging: 
 

 assumptions, values, uncertainties in what is ‘green’  

 ‘plural & conditional’ approach is rigorous & democratic 

  



technological ‘lock-in’ 

institutionalised    

technical  risk 

assessment 

 multiple feasible           

Innovation trajectories 

restricted 

appreciation 

knowledge  

economy 

‘closed down’         

politics 

POSSIBLE 

PATHWAYS 

 

presumed benefits    

case-by-case focus 

narrow remits    

aggregated attention 

regulatory capture 

technocratic procedures 
risk  

narrow 

practices 

O
p

ti
o

n
s
 

$ 
IIIIII 

privileged 

trajectories 

single ‘best’ / ‘optimal’ /            

most ‘legitimate’  

decisions 

“wartime mobilisation” 

€ 

From the Green Transition to Innovation Democracy 
  

  institutions for nurturing politics of transdisciplinarity & transformation 



reconciles:                      

science and democracy:    

neither ‘no alternative’ nor 

‘anything goes’ 

From fear driven technical 

constraints to hope-inspired 

democratic choice 

 

IIIIII 

$ 
IIIIII 

$ 
IIIIII IIIIII 

$ 

POSSIBLE 

PATHWAYS 

 

diverse    

pathways 

 

innovation 

democracy 

broad-based      

practices 

 ‘opening up’ 

politics 

acknowledge 

plurality and 

conditionality 

eg: “numbers” 

“risks” 

“benefits” 

 

Sustainability 

 

    

   

 
O

p
ti
o

n
s
 

choice 

discourse 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 

more     

options, 

issues, 

uncertainties, 

perspectives 

diversity           

reflexivity     

multivalence 

From the Green Transition to Innovation Democracy 
  

  institutions for nurturing politics of transdisciplinarity & transformation 


